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AutoCAD Overview 
 
AutoCAD is a two dimensional drafting software.  In MAE 3 this program will be used to draw 
clock and robot parts that will be cut by the Lasercam.  CAD is also used throughout industry to 
design machinery and architecture, as a tool for an engineer to communicate his/her ideas to 
those who will build the final product. 
 
General Tips 
 

• Pressing Escape will exit any AutoCAD command 
• Customize the AutoCAD screen by picking Tools/Options/Display 
• If there is any button that you do not know its purpose, hover your mouse over the button 

to see a description 
• If there is any command that you are new to, just follow the instructions on the dynamic 

input or in the command line at the bottom of the screen 
• If the lines or curves look blocky, not smooth go to View Regen 
 

File Types 
 

.dwg : Drawing file automatically created by the AutoCAD software 

.dmc : File created by the Lasercam software that is imported, via memory stick, into 

the Lasercam computer 

.dxf : Drawing format needed to convert a CAD document 

.bac      : File automatically created when DWG file is saved. Turn off BAK save 

function by using setting in Tools/Options. Students should erase any *.BAK 

files in their folders to save space. 

 
Inputting Data 
 
Lengths, angles, radii, start points and endpoints can all be entered using three methods.  Users 
should try all methods to determine which one they find more comfortable. 
 

 Clicking: You can click anywhere on the screen to enter any of the above values 

in the order shown by the command line at the bottom of the screen. 

 This method works particularly well when there are preexisting boundary points 

to snap to, or when using a defined grid (see Snapping below) 



 
 Dynamic: When you start drawing a figure, a box with the required input values 

appears by the mouse.  Type in the required number values and press tab to toggle 

between the values. Hit the enter key to submit the data. 

 Disengage dynamic entering by toggling the DYN button in the tray at the very 

bottom of the screen 

 

 Absolute coordinates: can be input dynamically as shown above, or by clicking 

in the command line, at the bottom of the screen, and then typing the x-coordinate , y-

coordinate (don’t forget the comma in between) 

 Ex: line from x=1,y=3 to x= –2,y= -.5 

♦ Start point: 1,3 (then hit enter) 

♦ End point: -2, -.5 (then hit enter) 

 Ex: circle with center at x=2,y=4 with a radius of 10 

♦ Start position: 1,3 (then hit enter) 

♦ Radius: type r and hit enter (to specify that you will be inputting the radius) 

♦ Type in 10 and hit enter 

 
 Relative rectangular coordinates: to input a line in vector format, input the start 

point of the line using any of the above forms and type @Xdisplacement, Ydisplacement 

 Ex: line from x=1,y=3 to x= –2,y= -.5 

♦ Start position: enter the points absolute coordinates as above or click 

♦ vector: @-3,-3.5 

 
 Relative polar coordinates: if you know the starting position, distance and angle 

of the line, enter the starting position using the above methods @distance<angle  

 Ex: a 5in line at 30 degrees 

♦ Start position: enter the points absolute coordinates as above or click 

♦ @5<30 (then hit enter) 

 
 
 
 



Zooming 
 
It is very important to know how to zoom correctly.  This ensures that you do not have any 
outlying lines that the Lasercam will still read though you can’t see them in a current window.  
Zooming also allows you to see fine details of your drawing to make sure that all your lines 
connect and do not overlap. 
All zooming features can be found under View Zoom or in the zoom panel of buttons. 
 
The main important zoom tools are: 
 

 Zoom Previous: reverts to the previous view you saw 

 
 Zoom Window: click on one corner of the square area you want to zoom into and 

then click again on the opposite corner. 

 
 Zoom Extents: this shows the smallest zoom so that every drawn line appears on 

the screen. 

 
 Using your mouse to zoom:  

 Scrolling up and down zooms in and out respectively, relative to the 

position of your mouse.  

 Clicking on the scroll button and dragging allows you to grab and move 

the current view. 

 
Drawing 
 
Select which shape to draw by either: clicking on the shape’s button on drawing toolbar, by 
selecting the shape from the Draw drop down menu or by typing the name of the shape into the 
command line at the bottom of the screen. 
 
DON’T USE SPLINE, GRADIENT, HATCH OR CLOUDS!!! (the Lasercam cannot read them) 
 

 Line: Enter a combination of start point, end point, angle, length or vector using 

any of the input techniques above. 

 
 Rectangle: input the coordinates for the two opposite corners using any of the 

data input methods. 

 



 Circle: The circle button shown on the drawing toolbar allows you to input the 

center point and radius of the circle, however the different circle buttons in the draw drop 

down menu allow you to enter the diameter, choose two points of the circle, three points 

of the circle or tangent lines.  Explore them to see what works for you. 

 Ex: if you want to draw a pill shape you could draw the two side lines and then 

draw two, two point circles between the top endpoints and trim the inside halves of 

the circles to save some time. 

 
 Arc: like with the circle there are many ways to draw an arc in the draw menu 

depending on what information about the arc you know and can input easily and quickly. 

 
 Elipse: same as the circle, but you input two diameters, one in the x direction and 

one in the y direction according to the directions given in the dynamic or command line 

input 

 
Modifying 
 
Modifying a shape so that you do not have to redraw lines. 
 

 Click and Drag: If you click on any existing shape, 3-4 blue squares will appear 

on the feature you selected.   

 By clicking and dragging a square at the end of a line, you can change the 

position of that endpoint 

 By clicking and dragging the center square of a line or circle you can easily move 

the entire line or circle. 

 By clicking and dragging the squares on the perimeter of a circle, you can change 

the radius of that circle 

 This trick works with arcs, ellipses and rectangles as well. 

 Double click: by double clicking on any shape, a window pops up where you can 

manually edit the variables that define that shape. 

 

 

 



 

 

Modifying a shape to make drawing faster and easier.  These tools can be found in the modify 

drop down menu or on the modify toolbar 

 

 Erase: same as selecting a shape and pressing delete 

 
 Copy: the same as copying or pasting in any other program 

 
 Mirror: produce two opposite copies. 

 Select the object to copy 

 Select the first and second points of a line about which to mirror your original 

object 

 Specify whether the original object should be deleted (y for delete, n for not), not 

delete is the default setting. 

 
 Array: Allows you to copy an object several times in an orderly arrangement.  

Rectangular array creates copies in rows and columns.  Polar array creates a circle of 

copies around a desired center. 

 Select the object to array 

 Select array from the toolbar or the modify drop down menu 

 Enter the desired variables in the screen that pops up by manually inputting the 

coordinates or by clicking on the button each variable’s window and clicking on the 

desired input coordinate. 

 
 Move: does the same as clicking and dragging.  Select the object, the start location 

(can be off the part) and the end location. 

 
 Rotate:  

 select the shape 

 input the point about which to rotate the shape 

 input the angle by which to rotate ( positive is counterclockwise) 

 



 Scale: to make a shape larger or smaller 

 Select the object 

 Input the point about which to scale the shape 

 Input the scale factor (>1 makes it larger, <1 makes it smaller) 

 
 Trim: used to cut off a portion of a shape 

 Select the shapes used as a cutting edge (you can select multiple or unnecessary 

shapes if it makes your selection process easier) 

 Click on the portion of the line that you want to cut 

 Hit escape to stop cutting. 

 
 Extend: same process as trim, but you select the wall to extend to instead of a cutting 

edge 

 
 Fillet: filleting inside corners allows for the reduction of possible stress 

concentrations.  

 Select the fillet tool from the modify drop down menu or toolbar 

 Type in r in the command line and hit enter to edit the radius (NOTE: the default 

radius is 0.0 meaning that there will be no radius at all) 

 Enter your desired radius 

 Click on one line that makes a corner to fillet, and then click on the other line 

 NOTE: if the two lines are not perpendicular, there may be a fillet radius that is 

too large for the angle.  If so a message box will appear or your part will look weird.  

Just undo and change the radius as described above. 

 
 Chamfer: cuts off a corner at a desired angle 

 Select the chamfer tool from the modify drop down menu or toolbar 

 Type in setup and hit enter. 

 A pop up window will allow you to enter the dimensions of your chamfer 

 Click on the first and second lines 

 

 
 



Snapping 
 
To edit the snapping features, right click on snap in the tray at the far bottom of the screen and 
select settings.  All of the snap settings can be turned on and off by toggling the respective 
buttons in the tray 
 

 Snap: restricts the mouse to click on only incremental coordinates.  This works well 

to quickly draw parts with simple polar dimensions (straight lines of primary lengths) 

 In the snap tab you can enter the increments by which you want to snap 

 Changing the X snap will automatically change the Y snap 

 Ex: if the X and Y snap are set to 1, then you could only draw on the points 0,0 

1,1 1,0 … 5,4 but not 5.5,3.2 

 
 Grid: shows a dot on incremental coordinates which makes drawing by clicking 

easier to see. 

 Grid settings can changed in the snap tab as done above 

 

 Polar snap: allows draw lines to snap to incremental angles  

 In the polar tracking tab you can enter the angle increments by which you want to 

snap 

 Ex: if a line drawn by entering a first point and then clicking for a second point, 

the line will snap to 90 degrees if the mouse is at about 92 degrees. 

 
 Object Snap (OSNAP): allows the mouse to snap to certain features on other shapes 

 In the object snap tab you can enter which features you want to snap to. 

 If drawing with your mouse it is very important to have enough snap but not too 

much, so that you can click where you intend to. 

. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Regions 
 
You must use regions to calculate the theoretical timing of your clock 
 
NOTE: A region can be made of only a closed loop.  If you try to make a region and cannot there 
is probably some corner where lines intersect or do not connect.  You must zoom in to each 
corner and check. 
 
Use a separate file than the file you will cut out in the Lasercam 
 
Every line or curve that defines the outside of a region must start and end by connecting to 
another line in a region 
 

 Making a region: the outline of your clock, and any hole must be made into a region 

to calculate your theoretical timing.  You do not need to make regions of etched shapes. 

 Look at the notes above to make sure that a region can be made !! 

 Select region on the draw toolbar or drop down menu 

 Select all the lines that will form a region  

♦ you can create multiple regions at once. 

♦ selecting lines that do not form regions will not effect the creation of other 

regions. 

 Make sure to look at the command line at the bottom of the screen to see if any 

regions were created.  It will say “x” number of regions created.  If x=0 then look at 

the notes above. 

 When you click on a successfully created region you should see that you cannot 

select individual lines of the boundary of your region, but only the entire region at 

once. 

 
 Adding and subtracting regions: without this, the holes in your clock will not 

register when calculating area and centriod. 

♦ In the modify pull down menu under solid editing, select subtract 

♦ Click on the region from which you want to subtract from (the outside of your 

clock) 

♦ Click on all the regions you want to subtract (holes) 

♦ Once again when trying to click on your new total region you should not be able 

to select an individual shape, only the entire combined clock 



 Make sure to look at the command line at the bottom of the screen to see if any 

regions were created.  It will say “x” number of regions created.  If x=0 then look at the 

notes above. 

 
Lasercam Program 
 
The Lasercam software reads .dxf files from AutoCAD and creates a .dmc file that the Lasercam 
will read.  Make sure that your dxf file has no regions, unreadable shapes such as clouds, is in the 
first quadrant and fits in the boundaries of the piece of material you wish to cut from (view 
extents before saving) 
 

1. Open the Lasercam software from the start menu (or desktop) under the Lasercam folder 

2. Click load 

3. Find the .dxf file you want to convert to .dmc and hit open 

4. Double click on the first layer 

5. Input the type of cut (cut or score) and the thickness of the material you are cutting from, 

but do not mess with the power or anything else and hit ok when you are done. 

6. Repeat the same process for all the layers you want to cut. 

7. To combine the layers click combine 

8. Select the file you want the Lasercam to cut first (holes or inside parts) and hit enter 

9. Repeat the process for the remaining layers in the order you want them to be cut 

10. Hit ok, which will save the combined .dmc under the name and file of your choice 

11. Hit View and select your combined .dmc file to make sure that the file looks correct 

12. Hit distance, and click on two opposing points, if you want to size up your cut to estimate 

the size of acrylic you need. 
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